Inflatable Bounce House Rental Checklist

Brought to you by Bounce House Play

Below you will find a checklist that will help you determine whether or not a bounce
house rental company is right for you and your children. This checklist should be
used as guide only, and should be used in addition to those questions that you may
have prior to purchasing a bounce house rental.
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What are the dimensions of the bounce houses available for rent?
What are the maximum occupancy limitations of the bounce house?
Does the bounce house rental come with a safety ramp?
Is the bounce house rental fee by hour or by day?
What is the cost for exceeding the rental time?
Is accidental tear/damage insurance offered?
What is your out of pocket costs for unintentional damage?
Is there a delivery/pickup fee?
Is the setup and tear down included with the fee?
Will you be provided with operating and usage instructions?
What is the policy regarding rental cancellations due to weather?
How old is the bounce house?
Does the bounce house you are renting have repair patches?
Is the bounce cleaned after each use or prior to rental?
How is the bounce house cleaned (disinfectant desired)?

In most cases you will need to position a commercial bounce house within fifty to
seventy-five feet of an electrical outlet. When considering the size of the bounce
house you are renting, please keep this in mind. Extension cords may be used, but
always refer to the manufacturers instructions for extension cord and GFI usage.
As with any toy your child plays with, it is important that the parents/attendants
read the safety and operating manual prior to the first use. Each child using the
bounce house should receive instructions on properly using the bounce house. At all
times a qualified parent or attendant should monitor children in a bounce house.
This is important so that the children safely enjoy the rented bounce house.
When renting a bounce house please keep in mind that the bouncer will have to clear
overhead wires, branches as well as any other obstructions. Inflatable bounce

houses should not be operated when winds exceed 15 MPH and should be setup on a
grade that drops more then six inches from the highest point.
Before using the bounce house rental, read the instructions!
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